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DESIGNED & CRAFTED  
IN NEW ZEALAND
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WOODWRIGHTS is a family 
of makers. Founded in 1997, 
each piece of furniture is 
meticulously designed and 
crafted in New Zealand, 
inspired by our unique lifestyle 
and extraordinary environment. 
With each piece a story is 
made, reflecting you and your 
way of living, not only today  
but for generations to enjoy. 
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Made by generations, 
for generations.
Located in Motueka, for the past twenty five years, 

we’ve always been inspired by our unique lifestyle and 

environment. We combine the very best traditional 

techniques and exceptional craftsmanship with today’s 

cutting edge manufacturing and design technology.

Our entire process is managed in-house, from our local 

designers to skilled artisans and customer services team to 

delivery drivers. It’s our way of ensuring we are there to assist 

every step of the way. A dedication to making the experience 

as rewarding as possible is engrained in our team. 
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This year, we are excited to celebrate twenty five good years 

 in business. We really do have our whole team to  attribute 

this success to, and are eternally grateful for this. We can’t 

wait to continue to inspire, design and craft right here in 

New Zealand. 

This is Woodwrights — a family of makers.
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Designed by  
you, for you.
Every Woodwrights piece offers the unique opportunity to be 

personalised to fit your style and space. Explore our expanded 

range of materials and finishes for more options than ever before. 

Through our product visualiser, customise your selected piece and 

see your design in real time as you create it. Use your wishlists to 

seamlessly organise projects and save your designs. 

You can also order your favourite material and finish samples 

straight to your door to ensure they suit your desired aesthetic. 
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Timeless by nature, our latest 
additions are an ode to simple, 
enduring forms. A collection of 
contemporary basics, featuring 
an innate tactility and a range 
of materials. The overall tone is 
one of balance; a blending of 
functionality and lightness.   
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Heirloom
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Heirloom Chair

With contemporary detailing, Heirloom is a collection of sofas and 

chairs appealing to traditional ideals. Heirloom features a soft timber 

frame that exhibits craftsmanship, along with a thick fixed seat and 

feather wrapped back cushions. Choose from a variety of materials 

and timber finishes to fit your space and lifestyle.

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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Heirloom Sofa

With contemporary detailing, Heirloom is a collection of sofas and 

chairs appealing to traditional ideals. Heirloom features a soft timber 

frame that exhibits craftsmanship, along with a fixed seat cushion 

and feather wrapped back cushions. Choose from a variety of 

materials and timber finishes to fit your space and lifestyle. 

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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HEIRLOOM CHAIR

Product Code - 6339

HEIRLOOM SOFA

Product Code - 6337
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Chord
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Chord Coffee Table

An exercise in poise and balance, Chord features a steel base with 

gentle curves; bringing a sense of lightness to the overall form. 

Make Chord your own by selecting a unique combination of stone 

or timber paired with steel. 

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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Chord Side Table

An exercise in poise and balance, Chord features a steel base with 

gentle curves; bringing a sense of lightness to the overall form. 

Make Chord your own by selecting a unique combination of stone 

or timber paired with steel. 

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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CHORD SIDE TABLE - STONE TOP

Product Code - 6341

CHORD COFFEE TABLE

Product Code - 6251

CHORD SIDE TABLE - TIMBER TOP

Product Code - 6250
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Cove
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Cove Sideboard

Cove is a geometric storage solution with simple contrasting details, 

crafted entirely from solid Ash or Oak timber. The contrasting end 

grain disc has a button like quality and affords a touch to open the 

cabinets. Locally made-to-order in a variety of timber finishes to suit 

your space and lifestyle.

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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Depot
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Depot Bedside

Crafted from solid timber, Depot is a family of drawers and 

cabinets designed for living and bedroom spaces. An honest 

expression of flat timber planes with contrasting softened 

recessions. A hidden tactile handle is recessed into the top  

or bottom face of the solid drawers.

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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Depot Sideboard

Crafted from solid timber, Depot is a family of drawers and cabinets 

designed for living and bedroom spaces. An honest expression 

of flat timber planes with contrasting softened recessions. Subtle 

push to open cupboard fronts makes for a clean aesthetic.

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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DEPOT BEDSIDE — TWO DRAWER

Product Code - 6346

DEPOT BEDSIDE — ONE DRAWER

Product Code - 6345

DEPOT SIDEBOARD — THREE DRAWER

Product Code -  6344

DEPOT LOWBOY — SIX DRAWER

Product Code -  6342

DEPOT NIGHTSTAND — SIX DRAWER

Product Code -  6347

DEPOT SIDEBOARD — FOUR DRAWER

Product Code -  6343

DEPOT TV UNIT — TWO DOOR

Product Code -  6348
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Muse
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Muse Slat Bed

A solid timber bed base with softened details, Muse is 

characterised by robust, round legs and curved corners. 

Every Muse is locally crafted entirely from solid Ash or Oak 

timber, with the option to add a headboard to display and 

elevate the natural timber tones.

Designer: Jeremy Evison

Year: 2022
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MUSE SLAT BED — QUEEN 

Product Code - 6352

MUSE SLAT BED — SUPER KING 

Product Code - 6354

MUSE BED BASE — QUEEN

Product Code - 6349

MUSE BED BASE — KING

Product Code - 6350

MUSE BED BASE — SUPER KING

Product Code - 6351

MUSE SLAT BED — KING 

Product Code - 6353
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Idle
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Idle Sofa

Timeless in intent, Idle is a classic sofa with refined details such 

as flat piping and a curved inner arm. Idle features solid timber 

legs, loose seat and feather wrapped back cushions. Choose 

from a variety of upholstery and finishes to suit your space. 
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Timber

PURE OAK

PURE ASH

AGED OAK

STORM ASH

MID BROWN OAK

CINDER ASH

DARK BROWN ASH

MID BROWN ASH

EBONY ASH

AMERICAN OAK

Oak is a ring porous species with 

characteristic rays, known for its tight 

linear grain with a distinctive small 

fleck between the main porous grain.

AMERICAN ASH

Ash typically has a wide grain  

pattern without any fleck and is  

a light coloured timber in its raw  

state, so it lends well to staining.
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Powder Coat

IN-STOCK UPHOLSTERY

Every piece of furniture is locally  

made-to-order. Most of our pieces 

have a lead time of 6 weeks, 

excluding sofas using in-stock 

fabrics and pieces including metal. 

*All lead times are indicative and  

subject to delays where unlikely  

disruptions occur. 

POWDER COAT

Powder coating is a safe, dry  

finishing process that uses finely 

ground particles of pigment and  

resin to create a protective finish. 

Upholstery

MAGNOLIA

MIDNIGHT MARTINI

SUEDE

BRANDY

PUMICE

TWILIGHT

BLACK TIE

DOVE GREY

ELM

STORM

BRONZED

PRATO

Prato has been carefully constructed 

through blending natural and 

synthetic fibres and expertly finished, 

to recreate the luxurious look and 

handle of premium felted wool.

VIENNA

A velvet to meet the demands of the 

modern home. Vienna offers the dry 

cotton look, a luxurious handle and 

the durability of 100% polyester.

BRONZE FLAXPOD BLACK PURE  
SILK

PUEBLO  
JUTE

SOHO  
LINEN

CASUAL  
IVORY

Stone

CARRARA 
BIANCO

TRAVERTINE
FILLED

CEPPO DE GRI

STONE

Marble and travertine naturally come 

in a variety of different shades, 

patterns and veining, ensuring that 

no two items ever look the same. 

ARABESCATO
GRIGIO

Short Lead Time
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DRIFTWOOD

TUNDRA

TOBACCO

FATIGUES

JUTE
(SHORT LEAD TIME)

LINEN
(SHORT LEAD TIME)

RUST

CONCRETE

LINEN

FOREST

AGAVE

COAL

BONE

FEATHER

PUEBLO

Woven in a blend of natural and 

synthetic fibres, this robust,  

washable upholstery has been 

expertly tumbled giving it a relaxed 

handle and dusted palette. 

SOHO

Woven in Belgium in a blended 

composition of linen and viscose, 

Soho is a timeless plain textile  

with a natural aesthetic, soft  

handle, subtle lustre and features  

the added performance benefits  

of a Teflon finish.

MOSS

CHAMPAGNE SILK

GRAND BOUCLE 

Woven in Italy, in a mix of natural  

and synthetic fibres, Grande Boucle 

has been expertly finished creating 

a soft and luxurious handle and 

tailored finish. 

BASALT

DESERT

CAVIAR

MERINO

GRANITE

IVORY
(SHORT LEAD TIME)

FLINT

DOVE GREY

MISTY

STONE

GRIFFIN

PALERMO

Woven in Italy, Palermo is an organic 

chunky upholstery with a large weft 

yarn for added complexity.

CASUAL

Casual has a soft and supple hand 

with a gentle slubbed, two tone yarn 

construction, lending a relaxed and 

understated aesthetic. 

WHITEWASH SILK
(SHORT LEAD TIME)

INK SOOT

PURE

Pure epitomises beauty in simplicity 

and speaks to the philosophy of 

Ikigai. Woven in Italy, this refined  

and streamlined upholstery features 

a Teflon finish making Pure the 

perfect luxury plain.
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Leather

BLACK

DARK BROWN

ANTHRAZITE

ALTWEISS

CHOCOLATE

ANTHRAZITE

OLIVE

COGNAC MOSS

ULTRA

Protected

Buffed and embossed and truly 

nice to touch, the surface features a 

uniform grain pattern over the entire 

hide which gives it a consistent look.

DUNES

Full Aniline

Aniline leather with a natural,  

rustic look, matt finish and a  

sublime, almost velvety tactile feel.

ENVY

Aniline

Smooth to the touch with a slight 

sheen to the surface, Envy is a  

captivating leather with subtle  

natural markings.

SPECTRUM

Semi Aniline

A soft Semi-aniline leather with a 

subtle texture and a light surface 

finish that helps protect the leather 

from dirt, stains and fading resulting 

from exposure to light.

CAMEL

CINNAMON AUTUMN MINERALBLACK

NOUGAT



0800 53 00 35
www.woodwrights.co.nz

AUCKLAND STUDIO 
1 Grosvenor Street 

Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021

HEAD OFFICE AND 
MANUFACTURING
33 College Street,

Motueka 7120
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